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By analyzing modern Japan history,you can disclose also mystery of the world one.
Japan's modernization had been started by leanding of the UK missoion in 1868
as the "retoro-recovering kigdom" of imperial the hereditary nobility.By import&
lead-ing Eropean technolgy and person,nation military had been soon established.
Then they were to play important role in the world history by wars victory
between China(1894) and Russia(1904).At that time,the establishing Japan and UK
ally(1902) is remarkable.This fact imply the closely relation Japan and UK.
Russian revolution may be the most mystery of modern world history.Since the
actual was upside down.The conspiracy of Euro-American capitalists the chaebol,
such as Rockfeller and Roschild,assisted ⑾ ⑿

Lehnin's Bolshevik revolution by

arrogating Kelenski provisonal govrement(1917).Their hidden aim was making
outside enemy for the unite and conserving of regime the capitalism.
Jacob H.Schiff(Kuhn,Loeb&Co) assisted the war money.After all,Japan had played
role of unconsious assistant of Euro-Aamericans's desire at all.
The essense has been still now .
❶Euro-America demand of open Japan and the retoro-recovering kingdom(1868):
⑴Before 1868,for 250 long years,Japan had been regime of isolated nation by
Tokugawa shogunate with decentralization of districts power,but with an excption
of specialized open port Dejima in Nagasaki,where some European and Japanese
could contact and exchange each their informations.Thus European(Englishmen and
Dutch)had known fairly the details of Japan(China) and they(missionnary＝parhaps
Freemasons)＝informed to Euro-America(EA).At that time in EA,the independence
revolution of America(1776) and French republic revolution(1792) had already
realized modernization in political regime.Then it is creditable that in such
revolutions,the most infulencial but officially concealed power called secret
society Free-Mason had played principal role.They were organized for elites in
non-Jewish(and Jewish) for aim of grab political hegemony with certain ideolgy.
(it might be that people are divided who are dominated and who dominate⑴⑵⑶⑷⑸⑹!).
It is also told "a modern civilization was created by such activities of them".
Their secret co-operationalism seems more remarkable in recent era.
LAW1:It is not people,but elite who do co-operation with their secret unite.

⑵The retoro-recovering revolution of kingdom was conspired by who had been
defeated and conquered by "Euro-America ally force" in local district wars.
The district powers such as Chyusyu-Satsuma were originally radical against
EA ally's demand of nation open,then they made silly wars{Satuma-UK(1863),
Shimonoseki(1864)}against them,were defeated and conquered without agree of
Central Tokugawa shougunate,who were cautious for EA invasion by their military
power.At that time,long range regime of them had been weakend due to own aging,
so they serached way of recoverization with policy of nation open,then the
republic French force who had been against Anglo saxon Kingdom force such as UK
& USA were to asssist them with certain agreement of changing Japan to republic
regime.However the result was defeat by own district subordinates force CyousyuSatsuma-(Tosa-Higo),who had been once conqured and diciplined as the force for
against central Tokugawa by Aanglo-saxson ally.Then Ryouma-Sakamoto who was
subordinate of weapon merchant Thomas Glaver(English freemason)had played fatal
role for establishing Cyousyu-Satsuma against Tokugawa.
T.Glaver is told to sold many gun having been useless in and imported from
America after the civil war(1865)to anti-Tokugawa force.In the later,he was told
that "it is me the most betrayer against Tokugawa shougunate⑻".Thus you know the
world had already been closely and hiddenly linked even more than 150 years ago
by cetain established power the hereditary.
LAW2:Those who are weak or defeated tend to be betrayer.Hence we must take more
care for the weakpoints against enemy attack.
⑶Thus the established new regeime had been build as nation military by employed
EA persons before long.After all,they were to indirectly assist growing of EA
hegemony ally desire against the big nation as Russia and China by concering
wars{vs China(1894),Russia(1904),the 1st war the world(1914))except vs USA}.
Both wars played role in weakening the nations against outsider invasions.
In recent year,the leaders knowing origin the secret of communism history had
liberate own nation from evils of bureucrat monopoly regime.Then it had deeply
dissapointed such papa-Bush who lost wellcome enemy of Military Industry the
Complex.Then the MIC having fallled in their survibal crisis were obliged to
find out new enemy.Thus it becomes nothing without way to the 9/11.
LAW3: An unfavorable conspiracy is destined to decay.Since it can not help to be
contradictional in the tatal rationality.It is mere a temporary illusion
of sucess for person the evil,eagerly and incomplete.

❷The View Points from Past and Now World:
⑴Japan had become arrogant by nothing defeat in the wars except last one
without knowing that all of their victory was operated by force of EA.
Thus they had evil desire for conquring China.After all,it had become hell.
⑵The invasion China encountered accusing by USA(Hal's note in 1941),which
compell imperial Hirohito decision to make war against USA or withdrawing from
China.Then Fumimaro Knoe kinship of the imperial is told to have said that
"the domestic revolution is more teribble than defeating the war⑺⒂". That is.
they fear more for internal enemy than that of outer one.The most contradiction
is making decision the war.Ministry the army thought of necessity of estimation
on the winning posibility in war against USA.Then they ordered Akimaru-origaniza
-tion⒀⒁ which made project team for estimating war economics.After all,their
(economist Hiroomi Arisawa)estimated conclusion was quitely having fitted with
the actual process.That is,defeat of the war had already known to them before
making war. Japan was to make the war in order to be defeated by USA.
Maybe they betted on option that a conquerer is to remain ancient regeme⑵⑶⑺⒂ to
utilize in dominating colonial.The fact had become so actually.
⑶Thus by the atomic bombs,the war had been finished,but they were to survibe
as the supreme betrayer manipualated by the conquerer America.These details
were accused in "Japanese imperial conspiracy by David Bergermini",who,as the
consequence,had to lost his job of writer by suppresion by the American
establishment.This fact imply every thing for the imperial.
⑷The imperial's most work is the symbol of threatenning with political police
and right wing agaist the opposer in colonial regime of Japan after the war.
The recent typical example may be the case of Nagasaki city mayer Motojima
who refered to the war resoponsibility of imperial Hirohito in question by
leftist member of city council.Then he shooted by wright wing to wounded.
Therefore,it is indispensable for American dominating on Japan.
⑸Then note that obvious supprension by right wing make incovinience for them,
therefore,they are also to utilize subtle pseudo left wing for the aim.Such
case is not rare in concpiracical world.Decieve them by upside down strategy !.

⑹It is creditable that Princess Diana was killed by conspiracy of UK imperial.
The reason is said that her pregnant with Edyptian fiance was allowable for
the imperial white supremascism.The original cause is illicit love of prince.
Her French driver was shooted extreme intensity of flash-light on his eye,so
he had become instantly blind to lose his sight to car crash in the tunnel in
Paris,as for which there are reliable testimonies.Though the inspecting
authority made the report unfounded such as the driver was drunken.Almost
people has suspision on the case,nevertheless,the affair has been still calm
remain.
⑺The most co-operative nation with USA of the suspiciousfull 9/11⒃⒄ is UK.
They has been connecting traditionary due to America being derivative nation
of UK.Especially Bush is kinship with the imperial UK the nobility hereditary.
As is mentioned in book⑹,their ideology(nation and people are being exploited
by nobility the hereditary) is entirely retoro one which had made the stubborn
class hieralchy.In the matter of course,such system causes opposer,for whom
the dominating class can not help to be cautious.UK is said the most nation of
police watching video-camera settled in streets.Not only the matter mentioned
in above,they are also in suspicous for own playing terror cases for make
excuse for strength police power and inspection chance for the opposer.
It is similar with Japan police method employed in Oum-shinrikyou case.
⑻After all, what is their role of UK-USA-with Japan ally in the world ? .
⒜Their economics is remarkable,though,there is also another dark side.
A fraud is the highest effciency bussiness.At first auther dare say that they
are deceptive !.Perhapps in their common sense,it is who had been decieved is
stupid.For long era,as had been said a water and security is nothing cost in
Japan,so they might have natively been stupid.However what is wrong in being
stupid.It is that a water and safety is nothing cost is universally correct.
⒝As is ⒜,it often happen that something is upside down in their concepts.
Especially economy is typical,once people could secure foods,house,and some
energy,they should be indulge in amusements,but not work too hard.
⒞Working hard is mere a means,but not its final aim.
⒟Competitive working is to make class gap between people of poor and rich with
substantially useless vanity on their appearences.Then what is becoming rich ?.
People must pay more attention on substantial something invisible.
⒠Competitive working shall destroy also own living resouce enviroments.

❸The View Points in Now World:
⑴Thanks to be given technolgy by, and even markets for selling goods in USA,
Japan had accomplished remarkable economical growth as non-white nation.
⑵As for similar non-white nation's people,then how do they feel for Japan ?.
Catch up & outstripp them!.Thus Aisian economic competition had been accelated.
⑶Now the era has come to the crisis point when IPCC scientist declare that
the global temperature increasing will not stopped even by zero CO2 emission,
and also realizing possibility of sudden and abrupt irreversible phenomena.
Nevertheless almost people go mad than ever in bussiness with neglecting
the unprecedental crisis and with huge emitting suicide gas stil even now.
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